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1 . COLLECTION OF UNPAID CONTRIBUTIONS TO OFFICE INTERNATIONAL D»HYGIENE PUBLIQUEî 
Item 38 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 28, resolution WHA3.98, ancl 
documents EB11/2 and EB11/2 Corr.l)”””(continuation from thirteenth meeting, 
section 6) 

The CHAIRMN drew attention to the following two alternative draft resolutions 

submitted by the Dircctor-Gencral: 

Resolution 1 

The Executive Board 

Having considered the report of the Director-General regarding the arrears 

of contributions due in respect of the Office International d'Hygiène Publique, 

X. NOTES: 

(1) that the Director-General has notified the States concerned of 

the anounts duo； 

(2) that the replies received from certain States would require 

negotiations between the States and the Organization in order to 

arrive at a settlement； 

(3) that the Director-General desires to be authorized to negotiate 

with these States in order to obtain a settlement; 

2» AUTHORIZES the Director-General to negotiate with these States in order to 

arrive at a settlement of these debts both as to the amount and currency of payment| 

3 . DECIDES to constitute a Committee of throe members of the Board to approve on 

behalf of tho Board final settlement of these debts and to authorize the Director-

General to deal with the Committee either by corrospoixlencc or by calling a 

special meeting； 

4. DECIDES that the Committee shall consist of the following members 

1. Dr. Jafar (or Dr. Karunaratne, alternate) 
2. Professor Canaperia 
3 . Dr. Mackenzie； 

5* REQUESTS the Committee to submit a report to the thirteenth session of the 

Board. 



Besolution 2 

The Executive Board， 

Having considered the report of the Director-General regarding the arrears 

of contributions due in respect of the Office International d'Hygiène Publique, 

1. NOTES: ^ 

(1) that the Director-General has notified the States concerned of the 

amounts due； 

(2) that the replies received from certain States would require 

negotiations between the States and the Organization in order to arrive 

at a settlement； and 

(5) that the Director-General desires to Ъе authorized to negotiate with 

these States in order to obtain a settlement； 

2. BE COMMENDS to the Sixth World Health Assembly the adoption of the folloving 

resolution: 

The Sixth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered a report from the Executive Board concerning the 

arrears of contributions due in respect of the Office International 

d^Hygiène Publique, 

1. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to negotiate vlth the States concerned 

in order to arrive at a settlement of these debts both as to the amount 

and currency of payment ; 

2. EESOLVES to delegate to the Executive Board full povers to approve 

• final settlement of these debts； and 

BEQUESTS the Board to submit a report to the Seventh World Health 

Assembly • 



D r . van den BERG felt that the Board should first give further consideration to the 

point raised by Mr. Sicgel at the previous meeting, namely whether the Board was 

competent to take a decision on the matter under discussion or whether it should be 

brought to the attention of the World Health Assembly. He personally considered the 

question of principle involved so important that authorization should be obtained from 

the Health Assembly. He therefore favoured resolution 2. 

Mr. HELLS, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, also favoured resolution 2. 

Decision: Resolution 2 was adopted. (See resolution EB11.R38) 

2. TAX REIMBURSEMENT， REPORT ON POSITION: Item 33 of the Agenda (Official Records 
No. 40, p.20, and document EBll/36) — — — 

Doeision; The Board noted doctuient EBlX/36. (See resolution EB11.R45) 

« 

3 . REPORT ON SAI£ OF WHO SEALS: Item 31 of the Agenda (Official Records» No. 42， 
resolution WHA5,40 and docuinent EBll/67) … 一 一 一 

In reply to a question by Dr. van den BERG, Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, 

Department of Administration and Finance, said he believed that the proposal made about 

two years previously to issue WHO stamps had been superseded by the resolution of the 

Fourth World Health Assembly (WHA4*48) providing for seals instead of stamps. 

Dr, van den BERG had always understood that the issue of seals was supplementary to 

and pending the issue of stamps
9
 for which it had been fouftd difficult to arrange 

immediately• He did not wish to press the point at the present session but suggested 

that the Secretariat might study the matter• 



Mr. SIEGEL said the Secretariat had been negotiating with the United Ifetions - which 

• had authority to issue their own postage stamps in the United. States - with a view to 

the issue of a stamp bearing the WHO device. One of the obstacles to progress was that 

an initial investment of approximately 躲 25,000 would be required. The Director-General 

had felt that such an invesianent was not Justified in the absence of any certainty that 

tho sales of the stamps would be sufficiently large. Designs including WHO'S name had 

been shown to him during a recent visit to New York but the United Nations committeo 

which had met to accept new designs for their own stamps had rejected all those depicting 

WHO. The negotiations were still continuing. WHO would not benefit from proceeds 

of sales but only from the inclusion of the name of the Organization on the stamp. 
» 

Referring to the Statement of the Special Fund for World Health Seals, as at 31 

December 1952, on page 4, document EBll/67, he said that $250 received the previous week 

from Panama could be added to the total amount of income shown. 

Dr. KARUMRATNE queried whether it was worth while continuing the sale of WHO seals. 

While in 1952 eleven countries had participated in "ttic sales/ for 1953 only six countries 

had esqxressed a wish to participate. In that connexion he wondered whether any special 

effort had been made by the Secretariat to induce other countries to participate. The 

financial statement on page 4 showed a deficit in the Special Fund even taking account of 

the $250 from Panama. In addition a considerable amount of timo of the Secretariat was 

no doubt devoted to the matter. 

Mr. SIEGEL, remarking that he could only comment .from the financial point of view, 

said there was no doubt that the returns not yet received from several governments 

would more than replenish the amount of the original fund. There was already an 



amount of $3,500 in hand after deducting the cost of printing the 1955 seals. An 

important aspect of the matter was that 75 per cent of the returns from sales remained 

in the country concerned for health work there. 

Dr. BRAVO said that the result of the two years‘ experience, although not alarming, 

vas not very brilliant. Even if there vas a hope of recovering a larga part of the 

investment, the financial advantage to the Organization, would, at best, be extrenely 

small and almost negligible conrpared with WHO's total budget. He would not go so far 

as to suggest suppression of the sales of the seals; it was possible that later on 

they might becone more popular and sales increase. The Director-General should； 

however, Ъе invited to watch the situation and submit a report to the Board each year. 

The only advantage gained by WHO at the present time was the publicity in countries 

vhere there vere sales. Since those countries were very few hovever, that advantage 

vas also very slight. 

Mr. SIEGEL said the Director-General had circulated information concerning the 

availability of such seals to the Member States and he believed certain Member States 

vera considering the method by which they might institute sales in their own countries. 

In that connexion he referred to paragraph III.2 of document EBll/67. 

The seals seemed to have the advantage of being relatively inexpensive, "both to 

the Organization and to the governments concerned^ and to have the more important 

positive value of bringing the name of WHO to the notice of the public in the countries 

where they were sold, without additional expense to the Organization. He entirely 

agreed that the subject was of sufficient importance to be reported on to the Board 

once a year； in any case it was incumbent on the Dire сtor-General to report to the 

World Health Assembly each year on the state of the Special Fund for World Health seals. 



The CHAIRMAN suggested that as it vas obviously too early to assess the value 

of the campaign the Board should note document EBll/67 and request the Dire сtor-Ge ne ral 

to continue to report annually to the World Health Assembly and to the Board, 

Decision: The Board adopted the Chairman's suggestion。 (See resolution EB11#R37) 

k. TRANSFERS BETWEEN SECTIONS 0Ï THÜ BUDGET: Item 26 of the Agenda 
(Official Records N oЛ ^ Р*3) 

(1) 19^2 (document EBll/^6) 

Mr, SIEGEL said that document EBll/^б dealt with transfers between Sections of 

the Appropriation Resolution for 1952
1

vhich had previously Ъееп approved Ъу the Board 

by correspondence. Résolution EB10„R9 adopted Ъу fche Board at its tenth session 

required that such transfers Ъе confirmed Ъу the Board at its next session. 

Dr
e
 van den BERG drev attention to the statement on page 2 of the document 

that the curtailment, of the facilities made available to WHO Ъу the United Nations 

for the developing^ printing and enlargement of photographs had necessitated the 

purchase of additional photographic laboratory equipment Ъу WHO. In viev of the 

frequent requests from the United Nations organs for co-operation in administrative 

iaatters^ common services etc,，he -would like further information on that point. 

Mr, SIEGEL replied that although the United Nations had always taken the firm 

position that they чете prepared to furnish services to WHO in Geneva^ in that 

particular instance they he.d enoounteied budgetary difficulties and had Ъееп unable 

to meet the increased requirements of WHO
e
 While continuing to use the available 

equipment^ therefore
;
 WHO had made arrangements to purchase the additional equipment 

required. 

1 Resolution ¿jJrol
7

j 



In reply to a question by the СШ1ШШ.К, Dr. van den BERG said he had noted the 

explanation. 

Dr. HURTADO moved that the transfers already made by correspondence be coixfirmed. 

！The CHA.3RMAN said that Mr. Lethbridge, representative of the United Nations, 

would like to make a statement. 

Mr. LETHBRIDGE, representative for the United Nations, wished to assure Dr. van den 

Berg that there had been no curtailment of existing facilities. The United Nations had 

not however felt justified in putting up the rather substantial s咖 of money that would 

have been required f or the purchase of equipment to meet the additional requirements of 

WHO. 

M . FOESSEL, adviser to Professor Parisot, wondered whether the Health Assembly would 

not be surprised at the transfer of $15,000 made to Appropriation Section 3 at a time 

when there had been no meeting of idle Regional Committee for the Sastern Mediterranean. 

Were the unused credits for that committee still available to it or had they been 

transferred to other sections? 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that, as e^»lained under Appropriation Section 3, the original 

estimates for the cost of meetings of regional committees in 1952 had proved insufficient 

owing to the fact that at the time the 1952 estimates had been prepared it was not known 

where those meetings would be held. In all cases they had been held away from 

Headquarters. The cost of the meetings actuaLly held in 1952 had exceeded the amount 

available, including the full amount estimated for a meeting of the Eastern 

Mediterranean Regional Committee, 



The CHAIRMAN read the following draft resolution 

The Executive Board, 

Having noted the report of the Director-General on transfers of credits 

between Sections of the 1952 Appropriation Resolution, which were previously 

concurred in by correspondence ргя»suant to authorization given by the Executive 

Board at its tenth session, 

CONFIRMS its concurrence in these transfers. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted. (See resolution EB11.R35) 

(2) 1953 (document EBll/42) 

Mr, MELIS said it was stated in Part I, paragraph 1, that the total cost of 

organizational meetings was estimated at $29,820 above the amount voted by the Fifth 

World Health Assembly,"
1

" In spite of the reasons given he considered that sum, which 

represented an increase of 11Л per cent，somewhat high. In part II (Operating 

ProgramrtiG), it would be seen that in all cases the increases were partly duo to cost'-ôf-

living adjustments and the application of the revised salary scale for locally recruited 

staffs Thirdly， it was stated in paragraph 3， Part III， that the decrease of $124,857 

in the estiinated cost of AdjnjLnistrative Services was clue primarily to the inclusion in 

Appropriation Section of provision for certain offices previously under those services• 

Since the definition of administrative expenses had been approved by the Board at its 

second session, he wondered why the change in the appropriation had not been made earlier. 

MTe S I E Œ L said that so far as Mells
T

 first two comments were concerned 
* • ‘ 

the document was self-e^planatory• With regard to the third point, he explained 

Resolution WHA5.37 



that the Office of Supply and the Office of Keports and Analysis had been set up as . 

separate units only in the latter part of 1952. 

The CHAIEM/Ш read the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

CONCUES in the transfers proposed by the Director-General between 

Sections of the 1953 Appropriation as follows: f i g u r e s given in the 

table on page 5, document SBll/42, to be inserted/. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. (See resolution EB11.R36) 

MEDICAL SUPPLY SERVICES TO MEMBER STAOES: Item 15 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No. page 32 and document EBll/54) 

Mr, MELLS recalled that the Executive Board had at its ninth session reviewed 

the position with regard to supply services to Member States and adopted resoIuUoa^BBhJÇX 

which provided inter alia that a charge of 5 per cent should be made for those 

services. He considered that the Medical Supply Services were valuable and should. 

Ъе developed as much as possible； they should also be self-supporting. The 

5 Per cent charge made since January 1952 followed the rule laid down by the Pan 

American Sanitary Bureau in respect of its purchasing service. Was there any evidence 

that the 3 per cent charge was adequate to meet WHO's administrative costs on that 

account? 

Mr. SIEGEL said that the Secretariat had not yet had sufficient experience in 

Geneva of the operation of the service to make any recommendation regarding the 

service charge. It was, however, felt that 3 per cent vaa adequate and experience 



in the Americas seemed to bear that out. It was the Director-General's intention 

vhen more experience had been gained to carry out a joint study with the Eegional Office 

in Washington in order to make a fuller report to the Board. 

Dr. ALIWOOD-EAEEDES asked vhether the application of the 3 per cent charge vould 

allov a saving in the budget of the administrative services entrusted with that vork, 

and suggested that the Regional Director for the Americas might comment on the 

experience of that office. 

The ŒAIEMAN called on Dr. Soper, Regional Director for the Americas, to inforn 

the Board of the experience of PASB. 

Dr. SOPEE, Regional Director for the Americas, thought it was important to 

realiza that, quite apart froa the question of purchases, the purchasing service 

carried out the very important function of obtaining quotations and furnishing 

Menber Govarnmants with information as to the price at which supplies could be 

purchased in the open market in tho United States of Auarica. In many cases that 

information did not lead to a purchase being nade in the United States, tut vas used 

by the government concerned as a basis for purchases in local aarkets. In his view 

the 3 per cent charge should not therefore Ъо expected to provide coverage for all 

the costs of the service. Experience had shown that at least in the first three years 

of operation that charge did not cover the costs of the service, though it vas expected 

that it would do so within the next two or three years. The PASB would Ъе m k i n g a 

study for submission to the Eegional Executive Board in April 1955 • Purchases had 

increased considerably during the last tvo years, particularly during the period vhen 

it had been difficult to purchase DDT in other parts of the world. The cost of 



purchasing and shipping represented a very small percentage on a large order for 

‘ • » ' . . . . 

one country - such as a million dollars
f

 worth of DDT - but the 3 per cent charge 

failed to cover cases requiring many purchases of little total value^ involving many-

different items each of which had to Ъ̂  dealt with separately. 

Professor FEEEEIEA stressed the usefulness of the Medical Supply Service to 

public health authorities in countries where supplies vere not available on the local 

market or where facilities for obtaining them vere lacking• The adequacy of the 

3 per cent charge might be a question of the development of purchases. Member States 

wore not taking all possible advantage of that important service at the present time 

but it should be continued since it represented one of the greatest services that WHO 

could furnish either directly or through its regional offices to the Member States
 # 

Mr. SIEGEL said that since the institution of the 5 per. cent charge^ requests 

for purchase of supplies had fallen off quite considerably so far as headquarters 

was concerned. On the other hand ha understood that the volume of supplies in the 

AnericGS had boon increasing. The Director-General felt however that the charge had 

probably acted as a deterrent to the financial departments of certain govemnents^ 

though i-t was not known whether an easing of the supply situation was partly responsible 

Decision: The Board noted the progress report on supply services to Member 
States contained in document EBll/5^. 

6 . АМЕИШЕШВ TO s a » BEGÜLATIONS AND STAFF BULES: Item 32 of tho Agenda 
(docunent EBll/35

1

) 

Mr. SIEGEL recalled that under Bule 12.2 of tho Staff Regulations the Board was 

required to consider changes made by the Director-General in the Staff Eules. If 

"J 

Reproduced in Off. Reo. World Hlth Org.46, as Annex 11 



confined, those changes would be reported to the World Health Assembly. The changes 

made since the last session of the Board were indicated in document EBll/j—and 

Mr. Armstrong, Chief of tho Personnel Section, was available to givo any further 

information the Board might require. 

M
#
 FOESSEL said that the first proposed change, concerning extra pay for staff 

meiibors required to assume temporarily the 

complicated than it appeared to be because 

To Ъо logical it should Ъе stated that the 

the difference between the salary received 

responsibilities of a higher post was more 

cf the overlap of salaries between grados. 

amount of the extra pay would not exceed 

by the official concerned and tho base 

salary of the higher grade. In no case however should an official temporarily-

appointed to c. higher post receive a decrease of salary should the base salary of the 

higher grade Ъе lov^r than the nonaal salary of the official concerned. He proposed 

that the last sentence of the proposed new text should read: "The amount of this 

extra pay will not exceed the difference betveen the staff nenber's current salary 

and the base salary that he would receive if promoted in a tecq?orary capacity to the 

post of higher grade
;
 provided that in no case should that procedure lead to a 

decrease in the salary of the staff пепЪег concerned•
11 

Mr. ARMSTRONG, Chief, Personnel Section, confirnod that there was an overlap 

between the salary scales for different grades. The effect of the new draft 

proposed in document EBll/35 vould Ъе that if the staff number
1

 s salary in the grade 

of the post to which he was regularly assigned were less than the base salary of the 

grade to which he was temporarily assigned； the anount of the extra pay would Ъе 

limited to the difference betveen his current salary and the base salary of the post 

to which he was temporarily assigned. The staff member might however Ъе at an 

Reüroduced in Off. Rec,. Y/orld Hit h Orcr. L6. íis /nnex 11 



advanced step in tbe scale for his regular post vhich did not correspond directly with 

any step in the scale of the higher grade to which he was temporarily assigned. In 

thesa circumstances he would receive the différence "between his present salary and 

the nearest step in the grade to vhich he was temporarily assigned. 

Dr. van den BERG, referring to the statement on page 4 that there was no 

additional cost to t'̂ a Organization resulting from the transfer of the staff accident 

and health insurance policy from the commercial company to the International Labour 
» 

Office mutual sickness insurance fund, asked whether there vere any additional benefits 

to the staff members which had resulted in a higher cost. What were the reasons why 

a orno meiabers of the staff vere not eligible to joint the ILO Fund? 

Mr. AEMSTEONG said that at the date of the change to the ÎLO Fund there vas a 

difference in cost on the nonthly payroll of $64. The amount might vary very slightly 

fron month to month because of the manner in vhich the charges vere fixed, but for all 

practical purposes there was no difference in cost between the two systems. The 

staff received certain additional bsnefits in the form of reimbursement of 

hospitalization expenses, and maternity benefits for dependants, for the sane cost as 

previously paid wider the conraorcial policy, 

possible Ъу the fact that the ILO fund was a 

heads vsre at a minimum. 

The limitation to nembership of the ILO 

Those additional benefits had been made 

mutual non-profit making fund and over-

fund was purely geographical. The fund 

was adapted to the situation in Geneva and the benefits had been based on nedical 

practice in Beneva after negotiation vith the nedical profession in that city. In 



principle there was nothing to prevent extension to the staffs of the regional 

offices. For the moment^ however, ÏLO was willing to accept WHO'S participation 

only so far as its staff in Geneva vas concerned. The WHO administration also 

considered it desirable to have some experience of participation in the ILO 

fund before pressing for extension to the regional office staffs. 

The only limitation to membership in Geneva vas that the staff member must 

have been appointed for a period of six months or ciore
# 

In reply to a question by Mr. MELLS concerning the last paragraph 011 page h, 

Mr. ARMSTRONG said that the total sum deposited by WHO with the ILO Fund amomited 

to approximately 40^000 Swiss francs, approximately фЮ̂ООО̂  the number of staff 

in Geneva being roughly ^00. 

The CHAIRMAN read the following draft resolution: 

The Ezecutive Board, 

COÍIFIRÍE the changes to S*taff Eules as reported by the 

Director-General
f 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. (See resolution EB11.R39) 



7 . REPORT ON SAIE AND FREE DISTRIBUTION OF ШО PUBLICATIONS AND REVIEW
-

 OF STATUS 
OF PUBLICATIONS REVOLVING FUND: Items 17 and 29 of the Agenda (üesolutions 
ША5.24, EB9.R72 and MÍA5.23； documents EBll/41 and addenda 1, 2 and 3

Г

) 

The CHAIR№LN called on Dr. HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and 

Reference Services, to introduce the subject. 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, 

recalled that Ш0 publications had been one of the main subjects of study during the 

ninth session of the Board. The Fifth World Health Assembly, in resolution ЩА5.24, 

had requested the Director-General and tho Board to continue their studies on one 

aspect of the publications programme - fres distribution and sales. The report ón 

that study was contained in document EBll/41^ to which there vrere three addenda. 

The Board might find it convenient to consider the item from two main aspects: first, 

the general statement of the problems and the conclusions given in document EBll/41 

and Addendum 3； secondly, the Director-General
1

s specific proposal to charge to 

the publications Revolving Fund the salary of a Distribution and Sales Officer. 

Professor PARISOT, reiterating his congratulations of the previous year on the 

development of tho publications programme, wished to draw attention to the very 

inçortant question of distribution. Salos were important because they could offset 

the costs of printing, and the methods proposed in the document under discussion 

should therefore be taken into consideration. He would however like to know if 

possible \vhat was the proportion of volumes and periodicals remaining after sales 

and free distribution, and what was done with them. Would it not be possible to 

use a certain number of the unsold volumos for propaganda purposes through the 

regional offices? The public health administration in France had made a considerable 

1

 Reproduced in Off. Reo. World HLth ¿6 as Annex 12 



effort to encourage subscriptions to M O ' s publications, and their purchase, but had 

come up against the objection - vdiich had already been discussed at length by the 

Board - that it was difficult to awaken interest in the Bulletin, which was mainly 

in the English language. On the other hand, the Chronicle of the World Health 

Organization was very widely read and appreciated by the French medical profession. 

In that connexion he asked whether the very important and interesting publication 

just published in English on BCG vaccination
1

 would also appear in French. Such a 

publication would be of great use to French physicians at a raomorfc when France was 

applying compulsory BCG vaccination. 

In general all efforts to promote sales should continue and new methods should 

be sought. In addition, notwithstanding the expense entailed, a certain number 

of the publications should be.distributed free in order to promote interest in the 

great efforts of WHO throughout the world. 

Dr* HOIiülRD-JONES, replying, said that it was difficult to estimate exactOy the 

total amount of sales at the time of printing and, consequently, it was necessary to 

keep certain stocks in reserve to meet requests for back numbers, especially, from 

libraries. Following the observations made at the ninth session of the Executive 

Board to the effect that remaining stocks were rather high, the impressions of 

publications had been reduced. 

The question of the disposal by the regional offices of the remaining copies of 

publications vras interesting and called for. further study, although it would of coursc 

place an additional burden on the staff of those offices. 

In respect of the languages in which the publications were issued, he pointed 

Edwards, L . B” Palmer, C,E. & Magnus，K. (1953) BCG vaccination, studies by the WHO 
Tuberculosis Research Office, Geneva (World Health Organizationî Monograph Series 
No.12)

 r 



out that the Bulletin of the World Health Organization was open to contributions 

in English, French, and, dating from the ninth session of the Board, Spanish. 

The monograph on BCG vaccination had been prepared by the Tuberculosis Research 

Office, which did not work in French. Furthermore, it had been necessary to publish 

the monograph very quickly so that it would bo available to the Board for its 

discussion of the TRO. Plans had been made to produce a French edition and it 

was hoped that it would be ready within the next few months • 

Dr. ALLWOQD-PAEEDES said that he would welcome information as to whether some 

attempt had been made to promote the sale of all publications on an annual 

subscription basis. It was highly probable that many libraries and institutions 

would be interested in acquiring the complete series of World Health Organization 

publications, and sales might increase if arrangements were made to supplythem with 

back numbers, as well as to send them regularly all publications as they appeared. 

Dr. KAÜUNAR/iTNE called attention to the reference, in paragraph 1.1. of the 

report, to the handicap placed on those publications owing to the existence of an 

extra intermediary between the primary publisher and tho bookseller, and requested 

further information on the point. It was, of course, to be borne in mind that the 

publications of an organization such as 丽0 wars precluded from accepting advertisements 

and thus derived no revenue from that source. He would also be glad of further 

information on depository libraries. 

It would be Interesting to know whether any comparison could be made between 

the current system of sales in WHO and that of UNESCO with regard to the 

particular point mentioned in paragraph 82 of document EBll/64, Add.2, namely, a 



EBll/Mn/14 Rev
#
l 

. page 21 

comprehensive subscription service for all publications on a flat-rate basis• 

Dr, M L E K I believed that it was highly desirable for the Secretariat to approach 

national public-health authorities and, particularly， technical institutions， so 

that the piiblications of the World Health Organization，which should appear in English, 

French and Spanish, tnlgbi- reach the medical and public health personnel and the 

universities^ for whom that type of publication was of the greatest value. 

Mr. MELLS^ referring to the second and final paragraphs of the summary contained 

in document E B U / ^ 1 (pages k and 5)， said that although it might Ъе necessary to 

appoint a staff member with particular experience in sales of publications， care 

should be taken to examine closely whether the additional staff members referred to 

in the final paragraph could not Ъе drawn from staff at present available in the 

Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the proposal for an additional staff member contained 

in that summary departed from the normal procedure, since no specific budgetary-

provision had been made. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that, although the final paragraph did include reference to 

additional staff members, it was also stated in that paragraph that, as an interim 

measure^ one additional staff member should be appointed as a charge on the 

Publications Revolving Fund. 

He agreed entirely with the Chairman that provision for such a post would 

normally Ъе included in the budget presented to the Health Assembly, However, the 



particular proposal in question had arisen after printing of the budget had begun. 

If the Soard were to agree to that appointment and if the World Health Assembly-

agreed on the continuance of the post in 1 9 5、 the budget would, when printed for 

1955í reflect the approval of the additional post。 

Professor CAMPERIA suggested that, in order to encourage the distribution of 

publications, national public health administrations could Ъе requested to give 

assistance Ъу calling the publication to the attention of scientific organizations and by 

supplying addresses of such institutions as they considered might be interested. In 

that connexion he supported the remarks made by Dr, Allwood-Paredes. 

Hitherto, it appeared that sales agents for the publications of the World Health 

Organization existed only in some 25 or 50 countries. Such methods of distribution 

should Ъе encouraged since very often difficulties of various kinds^ such as currency-

questions, prevented direct subscriptions through the World Health Organization. 

Dr. HOWARD-JOKES said that the number and type of questions raised illustrated 

well the sort of work which would Ъе done Ъу a Distribution and Sales Officer. Each 

type of publication raised a different problem, and the problem vas different in each 

country. It should also Ъе borne in mind that the World Health Organization differed 

from the United Nations and the other specialized agencies in that no staff provision 

had hitherto Ъееп made for sales and distribution. For example, the section 

responsible for distribution in the headquarters office of the United Nations numbered 

78 staff members for 1952， and 76 for 1953• UNESCO had a corresponding staff of 

30 and the International Labour Organi沿tion 17, although the latter organization 



effected its distribution almost entirely throu^x its branch offices and national 

correspondents. The situation in the World Health Organization was, however； not 

entirely similar in that much of the work of distribution was undertaken by the 

European Office of the United Nations as a common service. 

The majority of existing subscribers were in fact libraries and institutions• 

Everything possible vas being done to encourage such subscriptions but it was a 

long task to do so in all countries, particularly since there was no staff member 

specifically assigned as yet for sales and distribution. The suggestion of global 

subscriptions for all publications was an interesting one which should Ъе 

seriously considered. It had not been possible hitherto since the programme of 

publications had not been sufficiently stabilized. Now that a certain measure of 

stability had been introduced, it would be possible to envisage such a plan, which 

had already been adopted not only by UNESCO but also by ILO. 

As the World Health Organization vas not a national publisher
>
 it was obliged 

to give a higher discount to cover agents
1

 operating costs• Accordingly, thê 

Organization gave a discount usually of 虹0 per cent on the list price to its agent 

who, in turn, would normally give a discount to booksellers of not less than 3 3 V î 

per cent. 

Some 135 depository libraries existed, but most of these were in countries 

where there was no special impediment to subscriptions. It was proposed that this 

number should be considerably reduced， but it would probably Ъе necessary to appoint 

new depository libraries in countries where there were real obstacles to 

subscriptions. 



In respect of the suggestion that national health administrations should 

Ъе approached to increase the distribution of publications, he noted that one 

of the functions of a sales and distribution officer, as had been mentioned 

in document EBll/Ul, would be to establish contact with suitable governmental 

and non-governmental organizations. Although the- desirability of living 

suitable sales agents in all countries had been fully appreciated, their 

selection and appointment was a long process. 

Mr. WILLIAMS, alternate to Dr. Leroux, asked whether any major 

development could Ъе noted towards a co-ordinated publishing programme in 

Geneva between WHO and ILO or any other specialized etgency, and whether the 

majority of the publications were printed locally on a contract basis. 

Dr. HOWARD-JOKES said that a high degree of co-ordination had indeèd 

been practised, the most striking illustration of which were the joint 

publications with ILO, UNESCO and PAO. Close co-ordination had also been 

effected between the legislative publications of the United Nations and WHO 

and other specialised agencies. Naturally, the possibilities for 

co-ordination were not so great with regard to technical publications of 

an exclusively medical nature. 

All printing work was done on a contractual basis, for the most part in 

Geneva or Lausanne, although sometimes nearby in France. 



Mr. LETHBEIDGE, representative of the United Nations, stated that the 

figures quoted for the staff assigned to distribution duties In the United 

Nations were not strictly comparable in that the greater part of such staff 

was engaged in the purely mechanical aspect of distribution of publications 

and also of mimeographed documents. 

i 

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the Board
1

s approval; 

The Executive Board, 

Having continued its etudy on the free distribution and 

i 
sales of WHO publications as requested Ъу the Fifth World Health 

Assembly in resolution WHA5.2红； 

1. ENDORSES the general conclusions contained in the Director-

General ’s "Report on the Distribution and Sale of WHO Publications" 

and the postulates contained in Addendum 5 to that report; 

2. EXPRESSES satisfaction with the co-ordination which has 

developed vith the United Nations and other specialized agencies 

in the study of problems of distribution and sale of publications, 

through the Working Group on Publications of the Administrative 

Committee on Co-ordination and otherwise; 

3. REQUESTS the Director-General to continue to give attention, 

in consultation with the United Nations, other specialized agencies, 

and national health administrations, to the promotion of distribution 

as an essential element of the publishing programme and to report on 

progress made at a future session of the Executive Board, taking into 

account the suggestions made by members of the Board; 



4, TRANSMITS the Director-General's "Report on Distribution and Sale of Ш0 

Publications" to the Sixth World Health Assembly with the above comments. 

Decision; The draft resolution on the distribution and sale of WHO publications 
w a s

 adopted. (See resolution EB11.E42) 

The CHAIRMAN then submitted the following draft resolution for the Board's 

approval: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered a report of the Director-General on the statua of the 

Publications Revolving Fund as at 31 December 1952; and 

Having further considered a report of the Director-General on the sale 

and free distribution of WHO publications; and 

Noting resolution 碰 5 . 2 3 of the Fifth Yiorld Health Assembly, in which 

the Assembly authorized certain expenditures to be- made- from the Fund for the 

purpose of giving publicity to Ш0 publications and to improve the sale of 

such publications; 

Believing that the measures already taken by the Director-General, as well 

as those which he has recommended to implement the above resolution, are sound, 

1. AUTHORIZES 七he Director-General to appoint a Distribution and Sales 

Offiser, ths costs of this position to be a charge against the amount the 

Directcr-General was authorized by tho Fifth World Health Assembly to withdraw 

from the Publications Revolving Fund in 1953 to give publicity to WHO 

piiDlicaiions and to improve their sales； and 

2» RESOLVES to recommend the following resolution to the Sixth YiTorld Health 

Assembly: 

The Sixth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered a report of the Executive Board on the Publications 

Revolving Fund, 



Noting that the Board had also considered a report of the Director-

General on the sale and free distribution of WHO publications； and 

Further noting that the Board believed that the measures taken by 

the Director-General, as well as those recommended Ъу him for the purpose 

of giving publicity to WHO publications, and to improve the sale of such 

publications, were sound, 

1. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to draw on the Publications 

Revolving Fund an amount not to exceed $10,000 in 195紅 to Ъе used to 

give publicity to WHO publications, to improve the sale of such 

publications, and to defray the costs of the position of Distribution 

and Sales Officer authorized by the Executive board; 

2. REQUESTS the Director-General and the Executive Board to continue 

to study the staff and financial implications of measures necessary to 

secure effective distribution and sale of WHO publications； 

3. REQUESTS the Executive Board, at its first session in 195紅，to 

review the status of the Publications Revolving Fund in order to 

determine the purposes for which any accumulated sums should Ъе used. 

Mr. SIEGEL, in reply to queries from Dr, Karunaratne and Dr. Allwood-Paredes 

regarding the proposed appointment of a Distribution and Sales Officer, said that 

the appointment would Ъе made only for a year in the first instance, and would Ъе 

subject to the continuing approval of the Health Assembly. A preliminary study 

had been made on the classification of that post and it was envisaged that the 

staff member appointed would Ъе graded as P.2, with a basic entrance salary of 

$4,800. 



Decision: The draft resolution on the Publications Revolving Fund was adopted. 
Т§ ее résolut ion EB11.R43) 

8. PERIODICAL REPORTS 0Ы PROJECTS: Item 48 of the Agenda (resolution EB9oR75, 
clocumont EBU/47) 

Mr, LIICSAY^ Office of Reports and Analysis
;
 recalled that the lists of current 

projects and completed projects contained in documont EBll/47 had been compiled in 

accordance "with rGSo3.ntion E39cR75o Originally^ the intention had been to publish those 

lists as a supplement to the Clironicle of the World Health Orgaiiizatior ix-1952 îtoraver..̂  

it had taken Xon^er than had been expected for the revised machinory for reports to reach 

full working order and the Diroctor-General had consequently thought it advisable that 

they should be submitted in the present form, and would welcoine the views of members of 

the Board on any possible impravements to their form and on the manner of their publication,. 

He called attention to a nomber of corrections tc- the documentj in particular^,..an 

important antimalaria project in India had been omitted
e 

The lists were intended to show th3 results achieved rather than tho processes 

xind.Grgone
e
 Such а ргосесТигэ involved a difficult task of assessment,, Quantitative 

maa^xiremarit. -of ЛйЮ jar.o¿GCv^asrarely possibi^ and, therefor^ the results- had to- be 

based on the opinions of those best qualifiod» In each case, the WHO team leader 

prepared a joint report with tho representativo of the government concerned» That 

was in turn reviewed by tho regional offi.ee which had added its remarks and tho final 

official assessment had been made at headquarters с Of ccissrsê  a certain amount of 

arbitrary definition had been involved
e
 It was also difficult to condense such results 

to a very brief noto for publication» All those factors had contributed, to the do lay-

in preparing the documente 



Dr. TURBOTT commended the document which, by shewing results achieved, would 

prove, from his own experience, most valuable in publicizing the work of the 

Organization and in enlisting national support. He welcomed that development and 

suggested that the periodical reports on projects be annexed to the Annual Report 

of the Director-General, since that provided the main source of information for 

national health administrations. 

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that, by issuing the document under 

discussion, the Director-General had conplied with paragraph 1 of resolution 

EB9.R75. The Board should now take a decision on the recommendation contained in 

paragraph 2 that such statements should be published in the Chronicle of the ïforld 

Health Organization, or issued as a supplement to it, or published in some other 

way. The Director-General would, of course, have no objection to accepting Dr. 

Turbott
1

 s proposal if the Board so wished, 

Dr. DAENGSVANG supported Dr. Turbott
1

 s suggestion. Such lists would also 

be of particular >falue for public health workers attending the Health Assembly. 

Dr. HAYEK considered that, although the report could be most highly praised 

as a preliminary report, there were certain omissions which made it preferable for 

publication to be postponed a further year. In that connexion, he noted with 

regard to Lebanon that an inportant antlmalaria project undertaken jointly by WHO, 

UNICEF and the Lebanese Government had not been mentioned. 

Professor ANDERSEN considered that the two projects listed on page 13 of the 

document as Denmark 1 and Denmark 3 should rather be classified by the symbol EURO. 



Mr, LIIOSAY noted those corrections, which, would be incorporated in the clocumont 

together with some other requisite corrections.. 

In connexion with Professor Anderson's point, he said that it had sometimes been 

difficult to decide whether a project was a regional one or not. 

Professor CAMPERIA. also commcndod the document submitted. It provided an 

interesting illustration of the extension of the Organization's activities in many-

varied fields of ptûalic health. The health policy of the Organization, which at tho 

outset had boon based, on certain priorities, had. now developed to tho point, whore a 

largo number of separate projects had arisen both as a result of decentralization and 

through requests by governments themselves. Such a development of a large number of 

uncoordinated projects would possibly involve the risk of an increased operative cost 

to the Organization. 

It was important far tho Board at some stage to make an evaluation of those projects 

to see whether it was desirable to continue thorn or rather to concentrât。 activities to 

a greater extent. 

Dr. КШШШАТНЕ also believed it would be premature for the lists to be published 

at the present time, and thought that the descriptions of current projects should be 

further elaborated. It would be more appropriate to clef or publication until after a 

discussion along the lines advocatod by Professor Canaperia had been held, particularly 

since the Board had before it the proposal that the periodic reports of the projects 

should be published as a quarterly supplement to the Chronicle of the World Health 

Organization. It also appeared to him that publication in that form would be more 

likely to reach tho general public. 
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Chrcpicle^ ( For continuation, see fifteenth meeting, section 1 . ) 

The meeting rose at 12.35 
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1. COLLECTION OF UKPAID CONTRIBUTIONS TO OFFICE INTERNATIONAL D'HYGIEKE 
PUBLIQUE: Item 38 of the Agenda (Official Records No. 28, p.59 and 
documents EBll/2 and. Corr.l) (continuation) 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the following two alternative draft resolutions 

submitted by the Director-General； 

Resolution 1 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered ths report of the Director-General regarding the arrears 
o f

 contributions due in respect of the Office International d'Hygiène Publique, 

1. NOTES: 

(1) that the Director-General has notified the States concerned of 

the amounts due； 

⑵ that the replies received from certain States would require 

negotiations between the States and the Organization in order to arrive 

at a settlement； 

(5) that the Director-General desires to Ъе authorized to negotiate 

with these States in order to obtain a settlement； 

2. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to negotiate vith these States in order 

to arrive at a settlement of these debts both as to the amount and currency 

of payment; 

3. EECIDSS to constitute a Committee of three nenibers of the Board to 

approve 011 behalf of the Board final settlement of these debts and to 

authorize the Director-General to deal with the Committee either by-

correspondence or Ъу calling a special meeting； 

扛. DECIDES that the Committee shall consist of the following members 

1. Dr. Jafar (or Dr. Karunaratne
;
 alternate) 

2, Professor Canaperia 

5• Dr. Mackenzie； 

5. REQUESTS the Committee to submit a report to the thirteenth session of the 

Board. 



Resolution 2 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General regarding the arrears 

of contributions due in respect of the Office International d'Hygiène Publique, 

1. NOTES: 

(1) that the Director-General has notified the States concerned of the 

amounts due； 

(2) that the replies received from certain States would require 

negotiations between the States and the Organization in order to arrive 

at a settlement ; and 

(5) that the Director-General desires to Ъе authorized to negotiate vith 

these States in order to obtain a settlement； 

2. RECOMMENDS to the Sixth World. Health Assembly th? adoption of the folloving 

resolution: 

The Sixth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered a report from the Executive Board concerning the 

arrears of contributions due in respect of the Office International 

d'Hygiène Publiquej 

1. AUTHOEIZES the Director-General to negotiate with the States concerned 

in order to arrive at a settlement of these debts both as to the amount 

and currency of payment； 

2. BESOLVES to delegate to the Executive Board full powers to approve 

final settlement of these debts； and 

3. BEQUESTS the Board to submit a report to the Seventh World Health 

Assembly. 



Dr. van den BEEG felt that the Board should first give further consideration 

to the point raised by Mr. Siegel at the previous meeting, namely whether the Board 

vas competent to take a decision on the matter under discussion or whether it should 

be "brought to the attention of the World Health Assembly. He personally considered 

the question of principle involved so important that authorization should be obtained 

from the Health Assembly. He therefore favoured resolution. 2. 

Mr. MELLS, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, also favoured resolution 2. 

Decision; Resolution 2 was adopted, 

2 . TAX REIMBURSEMENT, REPOET ON POSITION: Item 35 of the Agenda (Official 
Becords No. ‘0， p.20, and document EBll/36) 

Decision: The Board noted document EBll/36. 

3 , ЕЕР0БТ ON SALE OF WHO SEALS: Item 31 of the Agenda (Official Records No. kZ, 
p.33, and document EBll/67) 

In reply to a question Ъу Dr. van den EERG, Mr. SIEÇEL, Assistant Director-

General, Department of Administration and Finance, said be believed that the proposal 

made about tvo years previously to issue WHO stamps had teen superseded by the 

resolution of the Fourth World Health Assembly (WMl<-A8) providing for seals 

instead of stamps. 

Dr. van den BERG had always understood that the issue of seals was supplementary 

to and pending the issue of stamps, for which it had been found difficult to arrange 

immediately. He did not wish to press the point at the present session but suggested 

that the Secretariat might study the matter. 



Mr, SIEGEL said the Secretariat had been negotiating with the United Nations -

• vhich had authority to issue their own postage stamps in the United States - with a 

viev to the issue of a stamp bearing the WHO device. One of the obstacles to progress 

was that an initial investment of approximately $25^000 would be required. The 

Director-General had felt that such an investment was not justified in the absence of 

any certainty that the sales of the stamps vould be sufficiently large. Designs 

including WHO's name had been shovn to him during a recent visit to New York but the 

United Nations committee vhich had met to accept new designs for their own stamps 

had rejected all those depicting WHO. The negotiations vere still continuing• 

WHO vould not benefit from proceeds of sales but only from the inclusion of the name 

of the Organization on the stamp. 

Referring to the table on page document EBll/67， he said that ф250,000 received 

the previous veek from Panama pould be added to the total amount of income shovn. 

Dr. KAEUNAEATNE queried whether it vas worth while continuing the sale of WHO 

seals„ While in 1952 eleven countries had participated in the sales, for 1953 only-

six countries had expressed a wish to participate. In that connexion he wondered 

whether any special effort had been made by the Secretariat to induce other countries 

to participate. The. financial statement on page k- showed a deficit in the Special 

Fund even taking account of the $250,000 from Panama. In addition a considerable 

amount of time of the Secretariat was no doubt devoted to the matter• 

Mr. SIEGEL， remarking that he could only comment from the financial point of view； 

said there was no doubt that the returns not yet received from several governments 

vould more than replenish the amount of the original fund. There was already an 



amount of Ф5，5。0 in hand after deducting the cost of printing the 1953 seals. An 

important aspect of the matter vas that 75 Per cent of the returns from sales remained < 

in the country concerned for health work there. 

Dr. BRAVO said that the result of the two years' experience, although not alarming, 

vas not very brilliant. Even if there vas a hope of recovering a large part of the 

investment, the financial advantage to the Organization vould, at best, be extremely 

small and almost negligible compared with WHO»s total budget. He would not go so far 

as to suggest suppression of the sales of the seals； it was possible that later on 

they might become more popular and sales increase• The Director-General should, 

however, Ъе invited to watch the situation and submit a report to the Board each year. 

The only advantage gained Ъу WHO at the present time was the publicity in countries 

where there vere sales. Since those countries were very few however, that advantage 

was also very slight. 

Mr. SIEGEL said the Director-General had circulated information concerning the 

availability of such seals to the Member States and he believed certain Member States 

vere considering the method by which they might institute sales in their ovn countries. 

In that connexion he referred to paragraph III.2 of document EBll/67. 

The seals seemed to have the advantage of being relatively inexpensive, both to 

the Organization and to the governments concerned, and to have the more important 

positive value of bringing the name of WHO to the notice of the public in the countries 

where they were sold, without additional expense to the Organization. He entirely 

agreed that the subject was of sufficient importance to Ъе reported on to the Board 

once a year; in any case it was incumbent on the Director-General to report to the 

World Health Assembly each year on the state of the Special Fund for World Health seals• 



CHAIRMAN suggested that as it vas obviously too early to assess the value 

of the campaign the Board should note document IBll/67 and request the Director-General 

to continue to report annually to the World Health Assembly and to the Board. 

Decision: the Board adopted the Chairman's suggestion. 

紅 . T R A N S F E R S BETWEEN SECTIONS OF THE BUDGET: Item 26 of the Agenda 
(Official Records ГТ0Л3，P.3) 

(1) 1952 (document EBll/46) 

• • . t . • 

Mr, SIEGEL said that document EBll/^б dealt with transfers between Sections of 

t h e

 Appropriation Resolution for 1952 which had previously been approved Ъу the Board 

by correspondence. Resolution EB10.E9 adopted Ъу the Board at its tenth session 

required that such transfers be confirmed by the Board at its next session. 

Dr. van den BERG drev attention to the statement on page 2 of the document 

that the curtailment of the facilities made available to WHO by the United Nations 

for the developing, printing and enlargement of photographs had necessitated the 

purchase of additional photographic laboratory equipment Ъу WHO. In viev of the 

frequent requests from the United Nations organs for co-operation in administrative 

mattersj common services etc., he would like further information on that point. 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that although the United Nations had always taken the firm 

position that they vere prepared to furnish services to WHO in Geneva, in that 

particular instance they had encountered budgetary difficulties and had been unable 

to meet the increased requirements of WHO. While continuing to use the available 

equipment, therefore, WHO had made arrangements to purchase the additional ©quipnient 

required. 



In reply to a question Ъу the CHAIEMAN, Dr. van den BEEG said he had noted 

the explanation. 

Dr
#
 HÜETAD0 moved that the transfers already made by correspondence Ъе 

confirmed. 

The CHAIRMAN said that Mr. Lethbridge^ representative of the United Nations, 

vould like to make a statement. 

Mr, LETHBRIDGE， representative for the United Nations, wished to assure 

Dr. van den Berg that there had been no curtailment of existing facilities• The 

United Nations had not however felt justified in putting up the rather substantial 

sum of money that would have been required for the purchase of equipment to meet the 

additional requirements of WHO. 

M . FOESSEL, adviser to Professor Parisot^ wondered vhether the Health Assembly 

vould not be surprised at the transfer made to Appropriation Section 3 at a tin© 

when there had been no meeting of the Regional Committee for the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Were the unused credits for that committee still available to it or had they Ъееп 

transferred to other sections? 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that, as explained under Appropriation Section 5， the original 

estimates for the cost of meetings of regional committees in 1952 had proved 

insufficient owing to the fact that at the time the 1952 estimates had been prepared 

it was not known vhere those meetings vçuld Ъе held. In all cases they had been 

held avay from Headquarters. The cost of the meetings actually held in 1952 had 

exceeded the amount available^ including the full amount estimated for a meeting of 

the Eastern Mediterranean Eegional Committee. 



The CHAIBMAN read the folloving draft resolution 

The Executive Board, 

Having noted the report of the Director-General on transfers of credits 

between Sections of the 1952 Appropriation Resolution, which vera previously-

concurred in by correspondence pursuant to authorization given by the 

Executive Board at its tenth session, 

CONFIRMS its concurrence in these transfers. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted. 

(2) 1953 (document EBll/4g) 

Mr. MELIS said it was stated in Part I, paragraph 1, that the total cost of 

organizational meetings was estimated at $29,820 above the amount voted Ъу the Fifth 

World Health Assembly. In spite of the reasons given he considered that sum, which 

represented an. increase of 11.17 per cent, somewhat high. In Part II (Operating 

Programme), it would be seen that in all cases the increases were partly due to 

cost-of-living adjustments and the application of the revised salary scale for locally 

recruited staff. Thirdly, it was stated in paragraph 3, part III that the decrease 

of ф124,857 in the estimated cost of Administration Services vas due primarily to the 

inclusion in Appropriation Section 5, of certain changes in those services. Since the 

definition of administrâtlve expenses, had been approved Ъу the Board at its second 

session, he wondered why the change in the Appropriation had not Ъееп. mad© earlier. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that so far as Mr. Mells' first two comments were concerned 

the document was self-explanatory. With regard to the third point, he explained 



that the Office of Supply and the Office of Eeports and Analysis had been set up as 

separate units only in the latter part of 1952„ 

f 

The CHAIEMAN read the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board 

CONCURS in the transfers proposed by the Director-General between 

Sections of the 1953 Appropriation as follows : figures given in the 

taLle on pags 5， document EBll/^2， to Ъе inserted/„ 

Decisiox; The draft resolution was adopted. 

5. MEDICAL SUPPLY SERVICES TO MEM2SS STAGES: Item 15 of the Agenda 
• (Official Records Ко, page 32 and document EBll/54) 

Mr. MELLS recalled that the Executive Board had at its ninth session reviewed 

the position with regard to supply services to Member States and adopted a resolution 

which provided inter alia that a charge of 3 per cent should Ъе made for those 

services. He considered that the Medical Supply Services were valuable and should 

Ъе developed as much as possible； they should also be self-supporting. The 

3 Per cent charge made since January 1952 followed the rule laid down'by the Pan 

American Sanitary Bureau in respect of its purchasing service. Was there any evidence 
i “ -

that the 3 per cent charge was adequate to meet WHO's administrative costs on that 

account? 

Mr. S U G E L said that the Secretariat had not yet had sufficient ejqierience in 

Geneva of the operation of the service лткз «.ny recommendation regarding the 

service charge. It was, hov- ex-, felt that 3 per cent waa adequate and experience 



in the Americas seemed to bear that out。 ’ît was the Director-General
1

 s intention 

, .... . ... * - . * .-
vhen more experience had Ъееп gained to carry out a joint study with the Begional Office 

in Washington in order to make a fuller report to the Board. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREEES asked whether the application of the 5 per cent charge would 

allov a saving in the "budget of* the administrât i ve services entrusted vith that vork^ 

and suggested that the Eegional Director for the Americas might coimnent on the 

e^erieace of that office • 
. . . . . . . . - ‘ • • 

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr« Soper夕 Regional Director for the Americas, to inform 

the Board of the experience of PASB
e 

Dr. SOPEE^ Regional Director for the Americas^ thought it vas important to 

realise that厂 quite apart from the question of purchases^ the purchasing service 

carried out the very important function of obto.ining quotations and furnishing 

Member Governments with information as to the price at yhich supplies could be 

purchased in the open market in the United States of America. In папу cases that 

information did not lead to a purchase being made in the
:
 United States，but vas used 

by the government concerned as a basis for purchases in local markets
 e
 In his viev 

the J per cent charge should not therefore be expected to provide coverage for all 

the costs of the service, Experience had shown that cit least in the first" three years 

of operation that charge did not cover the costs of the service, though it was expected 

that it would do so vithin.the next two or -three years. The PASB vould be making а 

study for submission to the Regional Executive Board in April 1953 - Purchases had 

increased considerably:during the last two years^ particularly during the period vhen 

it had been difficult to purchase DDT in other parts of the world
9
 The cost of 
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purchasing and shipping represented a very small percentage on a large order for 

one country — such as a million, dollars’ worth of DDT - but the 3 per cent charge 

failed to cover cases requiring many purchases of little total value, involving many 

different items each of which had to be dealt with separately. 

Professor FEPPiEIPA stressed the usefulness of the Medical Supply Service to 

public health authorities in countries where supplies vere not available on the local 

market or where facilities for o*btaining them vare lacking
e
 The adequacy of the 

3 per cent charge might Ъе a question of the development of purchases. Member States 

were not taking all possible advantage of that important service at the present time 

"but it should be continued since it represented one of the greatest services that WHO 

could furnish either directly or through its regional offices to the Member States. 

M14 SIEGEL said that since the institution of the 3 per cent charge^ requests 

for purchase of supplies had fallen off quite considerably so far as headquarters 

vas concerned。 On the other hand he understood that the volume of supplies in the 

Americas had been increasing. The Director—General felt however that the charge had 

probably acted as a deterrent to the financial departments of certain governcaents^ 

though it vas not known vhether an easing of the supply situation vas partly responsible. 

Decision: The Board noted the progress report on supply services to Member 
States contained in document EBll/^k. 

6c AMENDMENTS TO STAFF REGULATIONS AND STAFF BULES: Item 32 of the Agenda 

(document ЕБ11/55) 

Mr. SIEGEL recalled that under Rule 12.2 of the Staff Regulations the Board was 

required to consider changes made Ъу the Director-General in the Staff Rules, If 



confirmed, those changes vould Ъе reported to the World Health Assembly. The changes 

made since the last session of the Board were indicated in document EBll/35 and 

Mr. Armstrong，Chief ： of the Personnel Section^ was available to give any further 

information the Board might require
 e 

M , FOESSEL said that the first proposed change厂 concerning extra pay for staff 

nembers required to assume temporarily the 

complicated than it appeared to Ъе because 

To Ъе logical it should Ъе stated that the 

responsibilities of a higher post was more 

of the overlap of salaries between grades. 

amount of the extra pay would not exceed 

the difference between the salary received by the official concerned and the base 

salary of the higher grade• In no case however should an official temporarily-

appointed to a higher post receive a decrease of salary should the base salary of the 

higher grade be lower than the normal salary of the official concerned. He proposed 

that the last sentence of the proposed ne\r text should read: "The amount of this 

extra pay will not exceed the difference between the staff member's current salary 

and the base salary that he would receive if promoted in a temporary capacity to the 

post of higher grade
;
 provided that in no case should that procedure lead to a. 

decrease in the salary of the staff member concerned." 

Mr. AEMSTRONG, Chief/Personnel Section, confirmed that there was an overlap 

between the salary scales for different grades. The effect of the new draft 

proposed in document EBll/35 would Ъе that if the staff member
f

 s salary in the grade 

of the post to which he was regularly assigned were less than the base salary of the 

grade to which he vas temporarily assigned^ the amount of the extra pay would Ъе 

limited to the difference between his current salary and the base salary of the post 

to which he vas temporarily assigned. The staff member might however Ъе at an 



advanced step in the scale for his regular post vhich did not correspond directly with 

any step in the scale of the higher grade to vhich he was temporarily assigned. In 

those circumstances he vould receive the difference betveen his present salary,and 
• . . . . . . . . . . ' . . ‘ ‘ 

the nearest step in the grade to vhich he was temporarily assigned. 

Dr, van den BERG, referring to the statement çn page ^ that there vas no 

additional cost to the Organization resulting from the transfer of the staff accident 

and health insurance policy from the commercial company to the International Labour 

Office mutual sickness insurance fund^ asked vhether there were any additional benefits 

to the staff menibers vhich had resulted in a higher cost。 What were the reasons vhy 

some members of the staff were not eligible to joirA the 工LO F u n d ? : 

Mr. AEMSTROÎTG said that at the date of the change to the ILO Fund there was a 

difference in cost on the monthly payroll of
 e

 The amount might vary very slightly 

fron month to month because of the manner in vhich - the charges vere fixed^ but for all 

practicar purposes there was no difference in cost between the tvo systems. The 

,..... . • г 
staff received certain additional benefits in the form of reimbursement of 

. . . ； . ： . . • • • . 

hospitalization expenses
;
 and maternity benefits for dependants^ for the same cost as 

previously paid under the commercial policy. Those additional benefits had been made 

possible by the fact that the ILO fund was a mutual non-profit making fund and over-

heads vere at a minimum.
 r 

The limitation to membership of the ILO fund "was purely geographical• The fund 

vas adapted to the situation in Geneva and the benefits had been baf?ed on nedical 

practice in Geneva after negotiation vith the medical profession in that city. In 



principle there was nothing to prevent extension to the staffs of the regional 

offices. For the moment^ however， ILO was willing to accept WHO'S participation 

only so far as its staff in Geneva - was c o n c e r n e d T h e WHO administration also 

considered it desirable to have some experience of participation in the ILO 

fund before pressing for extension to the regional office staffs. 

The only limitation to membership in Geneva was that the staff member must 

have Ъееп appointed for a period of six months or more» 

In reply to a question Ъу Mr
#
 MELLS concerning the last paragraph cm page k, 

M r . ARMSTRONG said that the total sum deposited by WHO with the ILO Fund amounted 

•to approximately ^0,000 S viss francs, approximately $10,000，the number of staff 

in Geneva being roughly k00. 

The CHAIRMAN read the folloving draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

CONFIRMS the changes to Staff Eules as reported Ъу the 

Director-General. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 



7. REPORT ON SAIE AND FREE DISTRIBUTION OF WHO PUBLICATIONS AND REVIEW OF STATUS 
OF PUBLICATIONS REVOLVING FUND： Items 17 and 29 of the agenda (resolutions 
TOIA5.24, EB9.R72 and ША5.23; documents EBll/41 and addenda 1, 2 and 5). 

• • • • ' • 

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr. HOWARD-JOMES, Director, Division of Editorial and 

Reference Services, to introduce the subject. 

• / » 

Dr. Н01ШШ-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, 

recalled that WHO publications had been one of the main subjects of study during the 

ninth session of the Board. The Fifth World Health Assembly, in resolution YiHA5#24, 

had requested the Director-General and the Board to continue their studies on one 

aspect of the publications programme - free distribution and sales• The report on 

that study was contained.in document EBll/41, to -which there were three addenda. 

The Board might find it convenient to consider the item from two main aspectst first, 

the general statement of the problems and the conclusions given in document EBll/41 

and Addendum 3； secondly^ the Director-General^ specific proposal to charge to 

the publications Revolving Fund the salary of a Distribution and Sales Officer• 

Professor PARISOT, reiterating his congratulations of the previous year on the 

development of tho publications programme, wished to draw attention to the very 

important question of distribution• Sales were important because they could offset 

the costs of printing, and the methods proposed in the document under discussion 

should therefore be taken into consideration. He would however like to know if 

possible what was the proportion of volumes and periodicals remaining after sales 

and free distribution, and what was done with them. Would it not be possible to 

use a certain пишЬзг of the unsold volumes for propaganda purposes through the 

regional offices? The public health administration in France had made a considerable 



1
 丨、 

effort to encourage subscriptions to "WHO'S publications, and their purchase, but had 

come up against the objecüon - -which had already been discussed at length by the 

Board - that it was difficult to awaken interest in the Bulletins, which were mainly 

in the English language. On the other hand, the Chronicle of the World Health 

Organization was very widely read and appreciated by the French medical profession. 

In that connexion he asked -whether the very important and interesting publication 

just published in English on BCG vaccination would also appear in French. Such a 

publication would be of great use to French physicians at a moment when France was 

applying compulsory BCG vaccination. 

In general all efforts to promote sales should continue and пеж methods 

should be sought. In addition, notwithstanding the expense entailed, a certain 

number of the publications should be distributed free in order to promote interest 

in the great efforts of WHO throughout the world. 

Dr.- HOWARD-JONES, replying, said that it was difficult to estimate exactly the 

total amount of sales at the time of printing and, consequently, it was neccssary 

to keep certain stocks in reserve to meet requests for back numbers, especially, 

from libraries. Following the observations made at the ninth session of the 

Executive Board to the effect that remaining stocks were rather high, the 

impressions of publications had been reduced. 

The question of the disposal by the regional offices of the remaining 

copies of publications was interesting and called for further study, although it 

would of course place an additional burden on the staff of those offices. 

In respect of the languages in which the publications were issued, he pointed 
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out that the Bulletin of the World Health Organization was open to contributions 

in English y French, and, dating from the ninth session of the Board, Spanish• 

The monograph on BCG vaccination had been prepared by the Tuberculosis Research, 

Office y which did not work in French• Furthermore, it had been necessary to publish 

the monograph very quickly so that it would be available to the Board for its 

discussion of the TRO* Plans had been made to produce a French edition and it 

was hoped that it would be ready within the next few months • 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES said that he would welcome information as to whether some 

attempt had been made to promote the sale of all publications on an annual 

subscription basis• It was highly probable that many libraries and institutions 

would be interested in acquiring the complete series of World Health Organization 

publications, and sales might increase if arrangements were made to supplythem with 

back numbers, as well as to send them regularly all publications as they appeared. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE called attention to the reference, in paragraph l.l. of the 

report
д
 to the handicap placed on those publications owing to the existence of an 

extra' intermediary between the primary publisher and tho bookseller, and requested 

further information on the point• It was, of course, to be borne in mind that the 

publications of an organization such as WHO were precluded from accepting advertisements 

and thus derived no revenue from that source• He would also be glad of further 

information on depository libraries• 

It would be interesting to know whether any comparison could be made between 

the current system of sales in Ш0 and that of UNESCO with regard to the 

particular point mentioned in paragraph 82 of document EBll/64, Add.2, namely, a 



comprehensive subscription service for all publications on a flat-rate basis. 

Dr. MA.LEKI believed that it was highly desirable for the Secretariat to approach 

national public-health authorities and， particularly, technical institutions^ so 

that the publications of the World Health Organization vhich sbDuld appear in English
; 

French and Spanish, should reach the medical and public health personnel and the 

universities^ for whom that type of publication was of the greatest value. 

Mr. MELLS, referring to the second and final paragraphs of the summary contained 

in document EBll/^l (pages b and 5)， said that although it might Ъе necessary to 

appoint a staff member with particular experience in sales of publications, care 

should be taken to examine closely whether the additional staff members referred to 

in the final paragraph could not be drawn from staff at present available in the 

Organization* . . 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the proposal for an additional staff тетЪег contained 

in that summary departed from the normal procedure, since no specific budgetary 
. . . . . ‘ • . • . 

provision had been made• 

Mr. SIEGEL said that, although the final paragraph did include reference to 

additional staff menibers, it was also stated in that paragraph that, as an interim 

measure， one additional staff member should Ъе appointed as a charge on the 

Publications Revolving Fund. 

He agreed entirely with the Chairman that provision for such a post would 

normally be included in the "budget presented to the Health Assembly, However， the 



particular proposal in question had arisen after printing of the budget had begun. 

If the Board were to agree to that appointment and if the World Health Assembly 

agreed on the continuance of the post in 195^> the "budget would, when printed for 

1955， reflect the approval of the additional post. 

Professor CANAPERIA suggested that, in order to encourage the distribution of 

publications, national piifclic health administrations could 。e requested to give 

assistance Ъу calling the publication to the attention of scientific organizations and by 

supplying addresses of such institutions as they considered might be interested^ In 

that connexion he supported the remarks made Ъу Dr, Allwood-Pared.es • 

Hitherto, it appeared that sales agents for the publications of the World Health 

Organization existed only in some 25 or 30 countries. Such methods, of distribution 

should Ъе encouraged since very often difficulties of various kinds^ such as currency 

questions, prevented direct subscriptions through the World Health Organization• 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES said that the number and type of questions raised illustrated 

well the sort of work which would be done by a Distribution and Sales Officer• Each 

type of publication raised a different problem, and the problem was different in each 

country. It should also Ъе borne in mind that the World Health Organization differed 

from the United Nations and the other specialized agencies in that no staff provision 

had hitherto been made for sales and distribution. For example, the section 

responsible for distribution in the headquarters office of the United Nations numbered 

78 staff members for 1952， and 76 for 1955• UNESCO had a corresponding staff of 

50 and the International Labour Organization 1J, although the latter organization 



effected its distribution almost entirely through its branch offices and national 

correspondents. The situation in the World Health Organization was, however, not 

entirely similar in that much of thè vork of distribution was undertaken Ъу the 

European Office of the United Nations as a conmion service. 

The majority of existing subscribers were in fact libraries and institutions. 

Everything possible was being done to encourage such subscriptions but it was a 

long task to do so in all countries, particularly since there was no staff member 

specifically assigned as yet for sales and distribution. The suggestion of global 

subscriptions for all publications was an interesting one which should Ъе 

seriously considered. It had not been possible hitherto since the programme of 

publications had not been s u f f i c i e n t l y stabilized. Now that a certain measure of 

stability had been introduced, it would Ъе possible to envisage such a plan, which 

had already been adopted not only Ъу UNESCO but also Ъу ILO. 

As the World Health Organization vas not a national publisher, It was obliged 

to give a higher discount to cover agents
1

 operating costs. Accordingly, the 

Organization gave a discount usually of 紅0 per cent on the list price to its agent 

who, in turn, vould normally give a discount to booksellers of not less than 3 3 V î 

per cent. 

Some 135 depository libraries existed, but most of these were in countries 

where there was no special impediment to subscriptions. It was proposed that this 

number should be considerably reduced, but it would probably Ъе necessary to appoint 

new depository libraries in countries where there were real obstacles to 

subscriptions• 



In respect of the suggestion that national health administrations should 

Ъе approached to increase the distribution of publications, he noted that one 

of the functions of a sales and distribution officer, as had Ъееп mentioned 

in document EBll/lH, would be to establish contact with suitable governmental 

and non-governmental organizations. Although the desirability of having 

suitable sales agents in all countries had been fully appreciated, their 

selection and appointment was a long process. 

Mr. WILLIAMS, alternate to Dr» Leroux, asked whether any major 

development could Ъе noted towards a co-ordinated publishing programme in 

Geneva between WHO and ILO or any other specialized agency, and whether the 

majority of the publications were printed locally on a contract basis. 

Dr. HOWAED-JONES said that a high degree of co-ordination had indeèd 

been practised, the most striking illustration of which were the joint 

publications with ILO, UNESCO and FAO. Close co-ordination had also been 

effected between the legislative publications of the United Nations and WHO 

and other specialized agencies. Naturally, the possibilities for 

co-ordination were not so great with regard to technical publications of 

an exclusively medical nature. 

All printing work vas done on a contractual basis, for the most part la 

Geneva or Lausanne, although sometimes nearby in Prance. 



Mr, LETHbRIDG-E, representative of the United. Nations, stated that the 

figures quoted for the Gtaff assigned to distribution duties in the United 

Nations were not strictly comparable in that the greater part of such staff 

\ras engaged i.n the purely mechanical aspect of distribution of publications 

ancl also of ш ime о graphe d documents. 

The CHAIRMAN submitted the following draft resolution for the Board
1

s approval: 

The Executive Board, 

Having continued its B'bily 011 the free distribution and 

sales of WHO puolications as requested by the Fifth World Health 

Assembly in resolution WHA5.2红； 

1. ENDORSES the general conclusions contained in the Director-

General^ s "Report on the Distribution and Sale of WHO Publications" 

and the postula七es contained in Addendum 5 to that report; 

2. . EXPRESSES satisfaction vith the co-ordinaticn which has 

developed with the United Nations and other specialized agencies 

in the study of problems of distribution and sale of publications, 

through the Working Group on Publications of the Adciinlstrative 

Committee on. Co-ordination and otherwise; 

3. REQUESTS the Director-General, to continue to give attention, 

in consultation with the United Nations,•other specialized agencies, 

and national health administrations, to the promotion of distribution 

as an essential element of the publishing progranime and to report cn 

progress made at a future session of the Executive Board, taking into 

account the suggestions made Ъу members of the Board; 



4. TRANSMITS the Director-General's "Report on Distribution and Sale of WHO 

Publications^ to the Sixth World Health Assembly with the above comments. 

Decision; The draft resolution on the distribution and sale of 1H0 publications 
was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN then submitted the following draft resolution for the Board's 

approval: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered a report of the Director-General on the status of the 

Publications Revolving Fund as at 31 December 1952; and 

Having further considered a report of the Director-General on the sale 

and free distribution of WHO publications; and 

Noting resolution WHA5.23 of the Fifth YiTorld Health Assembly, in which 

the Assembly authorized certain expenditures to be made from the Fund for the 

purpose of giving publicity to Ш0 publications and to improve the sale of 

such publications; 

Believing that the measures already taken by the Director-General，as well 

as those which he has recommended to implement the above resolution, are sound; 

1. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to appoint a Distribution and Sales 

Officer; the costs of this position to be a charge against the amount the 

Director-General was authorized by the Fifth World Health Assembly to withdraw 

from the Publications Revolving Fund in 1953 to give publicity to WHO 

publications and to improve their sale s； and 

2. RESOLVES to recommend the following resolution to the Sixth World Health 

Assembly: 

The Sixth World Health As'sembly
5 

Having considered a report of the Executive Board on the Publications 

Revolving Fundj 
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Noting that the Board had also considered a report of the Director-

General on the sale and free distribution of WHO publications； and 

Further noting that the Board believed that the measures taken by 

the Director-General, as well as those recommended by him for the purpose 

of giving publicity to WHO publications, and to improve the sale of such 

publications, were sound; 

1. AUTHORIZES the Director-General to draw on the Publications 

Revolving Fund an amount not to exceed $10,000 in 195紅to be used to 

give publicity to WHO publications, to improve the sale of such 

publications, and to defray the costs of the position of Distribution 

and Sales Officer authorized by the Executive Board; 

2, REQUESTS the Director-General and the Executive Board to continue 

to study the staff and financial implications of measures necessary to 

secure effective distribution and sale of WHO publications； 

REQUESTS the Executive Board^ at its first session in 1 9 5、 to' 

review the status of the Publications Revolving Fund in order to 

determine the purposes for which any accumulated sums should be used, 

Mr, SIEGEL， in reply to queries from Dr, Karunaratne and Dr. Allwood-Paredes 

regarding the proposed appointment of a Distribution and Sales Officer, said that 

the appointment would be made only for a year in the first instance, and would be 

subject to the continuing approval of the Health Assembly. A preliminary study 

had been made on the classification of that post and it was envisaged that the 

staff member appointed would be graded as P.2, with a basic entrance salary of 

$4,800. 



Decision: The draft resolution on the Publications Revolving Fund 
vas adopted. 

8. PERIODICAL REPORTS ON PROJECTS: Item 紅8 of thá Agenda (resolution EB9.R75, 
document ЕВ11Д7 

Mr. LINDSAY, Administrative Management, recalled that the lists of current projects 

and completed projects contained in document EBll/Vf had been compiled 

in accordance with resolution EB9.R75. Originally, the intention had been 

to publish those lists as a supplement to the Chronicle of the World Health 

Organization in 1952. However, it had taken longer than had been expected for 

the revised machinery for reports to reach full working order and the 

Director-General had consequently thought it advisable that they should be 

submitted in the present form. He would welcome the views of members of 

the Board on any possible improvements to their form and on the manner of their 

publication. He called attention to a number of corrections to the document; in 

particular, an important anti-malaria project in India had been omitted. 

The lists 

were intended to show the resuXts achieved rather "than the processes 

undergone. Such a procedure involved a difficult task of assessment. Quantitative 

measurement of WHO projects was rarely possible, and therefore the results had to be 

based on the opinions of those best qualified. In each case, the WHO team leader 

prepared a joint report with the representative of the government concerned. That 

was in turn reviewed Ъу the regional office which had added its remarks and the 

final official assessment had been made at headquarters. Of course, a certain 

amount of arbitrary definition had been involved. It was also difficult to condense 

such results to a very brief note for publication. All those factors had 

contributed to the delay in preparing the document. 



Dr. TURBOTT commended the document which, by showing results achieved, would 

prove, from his own experience, most valuable in publicizing the work of the 

Organization and in enlisting national support. He welcomed that development and 

suggested that the periodical reports on projects be annexed to the Annual Report 

of the Director-General, since that provided the main source of information for 

national health administrations. 

Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, said that, by issuing the document under 

discussion, the Director-General had complied with paragraph 1 of resolution 

EB9.R75. The Board should now take a decision on the recommendation contained in 

paragraph 2 that such statements should be published in the Chronicle of the ïforld 

Health Organization， or issued as a supplement to it, or published in some other 

way. The Director-General would, of course, have no objection to accepting Dr. 

Turbott
1

 s proposal if the Board so wished. 

Dr. DAENGSVANG supported Dr. Turbott
1

 s suggestion. Such lists would also 

be of particular value for public health workers attending the Health Assembly. 

Dr. HAYEK considered that, although the report could be most highly praised 

as a preliminary report, there were certain omissions which made it preferable fer 

publication to be postponed a further year. In that connexion, he noted with 

regard to Lebanon that an important antlmalaria project undertaken jointly by Ш0, 

UNICEF and the Lebanese Government had not been mentioned. 

Professor ANDERSEN considered that the two projects listed on page 13 of the 

document as Denmark 1 and Denmark 3 should rather be classified by the symbol EURO. 



M r

* LINDSAY noted those corrections, which he would incorporate in the 

document together with some other requisite corrections. 
Í 

In connexion with P±?ofessor Andersen丨s point, he said that it had sometimes 

been difficult to decide whether a project was a regional one or not. 

Professor CâNAPERIA also commended the document submitted. It provided an 

interesting illustration of the extension of the Organization's activities in 

many varied fields of public health. The health policy of the Organization, 

which at the outset had been based on certain priorities, had now developed to 

the point тйгеге a large number of separate projects had arisen both as a result 

o f

 decentralization and through requests by governments themselves. Such a 

development of a large number of unco-ordinated projects would possibly involve 

the risk of an increased operative cost to the Organization. 

It was important for the Board at some stage to make an evaluation of those 

projects to see whether it was desirable to continue them or rather to concentrate 

activities to a greater extent. 

D r

« KARUNARATNE also believed it would be premature for the lists to be 

published at the present time, and thought that the descriptions of current 

projects should be further elaborated., It would be more•appropriate to defer . 

publication until-after á discussion along the lines advocated by Professor 

Canaperia had been held, particularly since the Board had before it the proposal 

that the periodic reports of the projects should be published as a quarterly 

supplement to the Chronicle of the World. Health Organization. It also appeared 

to him that publication in that form would be more likely to reach the general 

public. 



Mr. LINDSAY agreed with the previous speaker that perhaps the description of some 
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<‘ However, it was in many cases difficult to expand with-
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У considerable amplification, Furthennore, such additional information 

might very soon become out of date、 

D r

' ALLWOCD-PAREDES agreed with Dr„ Turbott and Dr. Karunaratne that lists of results 

achieved by WHO projects were of great value for publicity purposes. In his view, however, 

the projects should be described in greater detail as the present foim did not appear 

to be satisfactory. 

Dr. DOROIIE, Deputy Director-General, said that the Director-General would take into 

consideration the points which had been raised. He also stressed the difficulties 

encountered in the attempt made to limit the volume of the lists without erring too far 

on the side of brevity. Clearly, the periodical reports on projects were still in an 

experimental stage and would be adapted to the wishes expressed by the Board. 

The original intention of the United States Government, which had proposed the item, 

had been that frequent reports would be supplied； Greatly expanded lists which would be 

published annually might well become unwieldy and also contain infomation which was 

relatively out of date. It would be possible, if the Board so desired, provisionally to 

distribute quarterly mimeographed lists to governments. The Board could then take the 

final decision in the matter when comment had been received. 

Professor PàRISOT agreed that a measure of amplification was required not only for 

the medical profession but also for the general public which was interested in the activ-

i t i 6 S
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 Q^anization, He believed that to submit to governments a mimeographed 

document might not fulfil the aims originally envisaged by the Board, He therefore 

suggested that extracts from the report be published as a quarterly supplement to the 

Chronicle
0 

— —“一 ― The meeting rose at 12
0
35 p氣、 


